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Tensile Test Lab Report Name of student: Lecturer: Abstract This experiment was conducted so as compare the
mechanical properties of aluminium and mild.

These results exactly match the behavior of HIPS as observed under tensile loading conditions. In conclusion,
copper can be regarded as a more Ductile material than steel with a higher Toughness, and Steel can be
considered to have a higher Yield and Tensile Strength with an equal elastic Modulus. This explains the wide
applications of mild steel in many constructions and other engineering applications that require high strength.
The modulus of resilience is defined as the maximum energy that can be absorbed per unit volume without
distortion. On the other hand, however, the phenyl groups do not allow the polymer chains to align themselves
in crystal structures. The yield strength was roughly 16 MPa, the modulus of elasticity as calculated using the
linear elastic region was 9. The Copper elongated 6. It is very flexible and easy to clean. Another goal was to
determine what relationship existed between the materials and their differing tensile properties. The more
dense a polymer, the higher the tensile strength will be. Yield strength,  Materials and Design 3rd Edition ed.
Determining the Modulus of a material using a uni-axial tensile Stress experiment is generally regarded as
being inaccurate and is instead commonly determined by measuring the natural frequency of a sample using
an oscillation test 1. Next, it can also be used to make agricultural applications such as greenhouse and tunnel
as well as the silage. The reason why all the plastics displayed a higher yield and ultimate tensile strength at
the higher extension rate is due to the inability of the polymers to stretch. It is low density, high impact
resistance, high moisture resistance, high chemical resistance, lightweight, and strong. One example of this
could be to determine the Ultimate Tensile Stress of a material to be used for a shopping bag, to check it can
hold enough weight. Hence it can be seen that mild steel has high tensile strength compared to aluminium.
LDPE acts as a brittle material due to the structure of the polymer chains, which are branched. Normally, true
strains are of higher values than those of engineering strains. Of the three plastics tested, LDPE was the only
plastic that displayed brittle material characteristics, i. CL Engineering. On other hand, HDPE has higher
density levels. This means that their stress-strain graphs had an initial spike at ultimate tensile strength,
followed by a rapid drop in strength and they a gradual increase in strength until the specimen broke. Figure
below shows the stress-strain behavior of any plastic polymers, and from the curve we can determined several
useful properties of the material, and it helps in making selection of type of material for application purpose.
The mechanical properties of the metals determine the kind of engineering application to be used for.
Concerning the published data, differences are significant enough to lead to one of two conclusions. Discuss
any possible error occurred during experiment. These qualities relate to the type of chain structure, whether
linear or branched, the level of crystallization within the polymer, and whether or not phenyl groups are
present within the monomer. The addition of acrylonitrile helps in the increasing of the chemical and thermal
enhancement. In the graph, it can be seen that for engineering stress- strain curves, the curves drop downwards
after necking has occurred. Yield point: A point which marks the elastic limit of a material. Resilience: It is
the ability of a material to absorb energy when it is deformed elastically, and release that energy upon
unloading. The yield strength was roughly the same as the ultimate tensile strength, the modulus of elasticity
as calculated using the linear elastic region was  From data on cross- sectional area, length, extension and axial
loads, the strains and stress for both sample specimens were calculated. We are advice to measure the test
specimen parameters more than twice using vernier caliper to ascertain the reading. The basics on the
operation of universal testing machine were also learnt during this experiment. As such, the largest difference
noted was a  It is at this point that the material can withstand the highest possible stress and is characterised by
reduction of cross sectional area at the center of the specimen- a process known as necking. The only
exception to this was HDPE, which did not break before the tensile machine ran out of travel. But for a
material with low ductility, although it is strong but it will simply rupture once deformed, which named as a
brittle material. Mechanics of Materials 8th Edition ed. To test for the difference in these properties, samples
are placed into a Materials Testing Machine.


